Strong laws of large numbers (SLLN) for weighted averages are proved under various dependence assumptions when the variables are not necessarily independent or identically distributed. The results considerably extend the existing results. Weighted versions of the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund SLLN are also formulated and proved under a similar set up. It seems that such results are not known even for independent and identically distributed random variables.
INTRODUCTION
Let {X,,} be a sequence of random variables (rvs) and {a,,} be a sequence of positive weights; put ,,--z-kffil ak and T,,=A,71Zkffil ak(Xk--EXk). Using a result of Chandra and Ghosa1131 stated as Theorem 2.1, we establish the almost sure convergence of {T,,} to zero where {X,,} is AQSI or cp-mixing or .-mixing. (For the definition of AQSI, see Section 2.) Our results extend considerably those of Jamison et al., 171 Pruitt, c91 Rohatgi, cl~ and EtemadiJ 51
We also consider the analogues of Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund strong law of large numbers (MZSLLN in short) for weighted averages under very general conditions; it appears that similar results are not known even under the i.i.d, setup.
All the results are stated in Section 2 and the proofs are given in Section 3.
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MAIN RESULTS
Here we shall assume that the weight sequence {a,,} satisfies the following conditions: This dependence condition is a useful weakening of the definition of AQI proposed by Birkel/1) The AQSI condition is satisfied by many mixing sequences (see Birkel t~) as well as by pairwise m-dependent and pairwise negative quadrant dependent sequences.
We shall use the following result stated in Chandra and Ghosal/3~ The following version of the MZSLLN can be proved for ~p-mixing sequences.
Theorem 2.6. Assume that {X,,} is ~p-mixing with Z,,~=I ~ol/2(m) < co. Then Eqs. (2.14)-(2.16) imply Eq. (2.17).
The crux of the proofs depends on a maximal inequality applied on the truncated variables. A version of the MZSLLN for AQSI sequences is also stated later. However, this conclusion is not as sharp as those in Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 because the maximal inequality available here is not so powerful.
Let v(n) = inf{k I> 1: Ak >~ 2"} (2.20)
Since Ak---~ oo, v(n)< oo. Also ak/Ak---~ 0, SO without loss of generality, assume that ak/Ak < 1/2. Then it easily follows that 2"~< A,o, ~ < 2" + ~; consequently { v(n)} is a subsequence of integers. 
PROOFS
For the proofs of Theorems 2.2-2.4, we shall use the following result. Throughout this section, C will stand for a generic constant. [] The key idea of proving Theorem 2.5 is to establish the result, first for a suitable subsequence and use a maximal inequality (see Theorem A.1 of Appendix) to lift it to the whole sequence. The following analogue of Lemma 3.1 will be exploited. Z~"=, A ~-2/'a~/"e(xH{ IX~ I" ~<.4Ja~} ) < o~, 
~. (A,TZa~,E(X~,I{ IX,, I <~ A,,/a.} + P{ IX,, I > A./a.} ) <
Y.~=, A~. '/l'a~/"E(lXkl I{IXkle <~AJak} )< ~ if 0<p < 1, A,T~n'Z],=, a~n'E([Xk[ z{Ix~l > AJa~})---, 0 if 1 ~<p<2, 9/p 9 ,a -2/p x--v(,, + t)a7 ~ E(XT, I { iXkl ~, ~< Ak/ak} ) < oo, ~'n= l "" v(n) /--,k = l A -2/p X-v(.+ II Z,,=, ,
G(y) dy <<. C yr -'G(y) dy
which goes to zero as M~ m (i.e., as N~ oo).
To prove part (c), we write the expression as
Let n k =inf{n/> 1: v(n) >~k}. Then • P{max (lZ,,l: v(n) The result is an extension of the well known Rademacher-Mensov inequality. A proof can be found in Chandra and Ghosal, Is~ (Theorem 10).
